Action Trampolines and Play Equipment
Products and Pricing Brochure

Thank you for your interest in
our range of wooden outdoor
play equipment.
We offer an imaginative range of
Playcentres, each designed to provide
a comprehensive set of activities at a
sensible price. Each model is complete
right down to swing seats and without
the need to spend further money on addons. We also offer an intelligent range of
complementary extensions which allow
alternative play activities, these may be
added either at the time of the initial build
or later as required.
Designed to blend into your garden,
we use selected top grade pine (from
managed European forests) and as few
man-made materials as possible. The

seasoned timber is machined square,
planed smooth with rounded edges and
ﬁnished to within 1mm tolerances. All
ﬁxing holes and nut recesses are drilled
before the timber is pressure-treated,
using a non-toxic arsenic-free solution
approved for children’s playground
equipment.
Safety is at the heart of our Playcentre
design speciﬁcation, with substantial
timber sections used for the frames
(70mm x 70mm) and swing-arm (90mm
x 110mm) and strong railings around the
platforms. Every model provides the
minimum of a heavy-duty green wavy
slide, substantial climbing frame and
play platform, two swings with wooden
seats, wooden roof and (apart from the
Gate Lodge) a commando net. Included
are all necessary ﬁttings (galvanized

or stainless steel), galvanised swing
hangers with low-noise nylon bearings,
fasteners, detailed assembly instructions
and even a drill-bit for preparing screw
holes. Our products meet or exceed the
British & European Safety Standard for
Toys, EN71 and are designed to meet
German TUV standards. Our pressure
treatment is cadmium / chromium /
arsenic free and approved for domestic
and playground use.

THE PRODUCT RANGE
ARUNDEL

ATJE 255
The Arundel offers a complete high quality wooden PlayCentre at the cost of
a fully-featured steel climbing frame. The 90cm (3ft) square wooden wooden
platform is reached by climbing up the wooden rungs or the 8 rung by 4 strand
commando net. The tall swing arm has two adjustable wooden swings for children
of all ages. The 3m (10ft) long green wavy slide is sturdy and provides loads of
fun, whilst built into the base is a sandpit with two seats to add the ﬁnishing
touch! This unit can also be speciﬁed without the swing-arm if space is at a
premium (model ATJE 256). Extra play value can be provided with the addition
of either the Assault Course on the end of the swing-arm, or the attachment of
our Monkey Bars accessory.

ARUNDEL TWIN CENTRE

INSTALLATION & ASSEMBLY:

Before purchasing or installing your
PlayCentre measure your garden. An
unobstructed safety area of about 1.5m
should be left for safety and access, with
a clear zone of about 2.0m to 2.5m in
front and behind the swings.
All sections come ﬂat-packed in
manageable packages. Rather than
use ground anchors, all structural
beams such as frames and swing-arm
supports provide an extra 30cm length
to be buried in the ground. Building
and installing your PlayCentre is best
done with at least two people. You will
also need some tools, in particular a
13mm & 17mm box or socket spanner,
cordless drill / screwdriver, level and tape

measure. Build times are set out in the
table on the back of this brochure and on
our web site and assume a reasonably
level garden and ground clear of rubble.
NOTE: Wood is a natural product, and
as such is subject to the inﬂuence of the
moisture content of the air and ground.
Sometimes surface cracks ,splits or
loose knots may appear but these will
not result in weakening of structural
stability. Such cracks and splits are more
common in round section timber, another
of the reasons we prefer machined sawn
timber from larger trees.

CONFIGURATION & WARRANTY

Most of our Playcentres provide more
than one conﬁguration.
We have
provided plans with the dimensions of
the various components to allow you
to draw up alternative designs. Some
changes are easy to achieve, others
may require a small amount of input from
yourself. Please consult your dealer or
contact us direct if you wish to make
major changes. We have the conﬁdence
and experience with our products to offer
a no-quibble 10 year guarantee against
rot and insect infestation on all timber
sections. All ropes, accessories, slides
and faulty workmanship are guaranteed
for 1 year, subject to correct installation
and normal use.

ATJE 254
One of our best-sellers, the Twin Arundel is built around two 90cm (3ft) square
wooden platforms, connected by a 1.6m (63”) long clatterbridge. Access to the
towers can be by the wide wooden staircase, up the wooden rungs or using
the 8 rung by 4 strand commando net. Extra play value can be provided with
the addition of either the Assault Course on the end of the swing-arm, or the
attachment of our Monkey Bars accessory. Depending on your garden layout,
the swing arm, commando net and 3m (10ft) wavy green slide may be positioned
off the two towers in a variety of ways. Beneath one of the towers is a sandpit
with seats for little children. This PlayCentre offers the best value in terms of
quality and features of any unit sold in the UK, at an unbeatable price.

YORK

ATJE 391
An exciting tower for younger children with multiple platforms and lots of variety.
A short ladder reaches up to the ﬁrst platform, 60cm (24”) off the ground. 30cm
(12”) higher is another platform with a wooden climbing ramp back down to the
ground and rope for fun and exercise. A further 30cm up is the third platform,
hidden around the corner. The ﬁnal platform leads to the 3m (10ft) wavy green
slide. On one side of the tower attaches an 8 rung x 4 strand commando net.
The swing arm on this PlayCentre is only 2.5m (98”) high to allow the ﬁtting of our
2-seater wooden jouster accessory in place of one swing. Extra play value can
be provided with the addition of the Assault Course on the end of the swing-arm.
This model is also available without a swingarm (ATJE 392).

GATE LODGE PLAYHOUSE
ATJE 471

The largest of our Playcentres, the Gate Lodge has no equal in terms of quality, features or
price. This unit was designed to provide a get-away space for teenagers, a club-house for
12 year olds and a play-house for little ones, as well as a Playcentre with slide, swings and
climbing face. The Gate Lodge measures 1.8m x 1.8m (6ft x 6ft) with an interior cabin size
of 1.8m x 1.2m (6ft x 4ft). At ground level is a fenced wooden ﬂoor ﬁtted out with a wooden
table 70cm (28”) long x 40cm (16”) wide and two wooden bench seats 90cm (35”) long
x 25cm (10”) wide. Even with the table and chairs present there is a substantial amount
of space available for toy storage or a small sandpit. Outside a 60cm (24”) wide wooden
ladder leads to the balcony, 1.5m (5ft) off the ground. Wooden railings control access off
the balcony. At one end of the balcony is ﬁtted a 3m (10ft) wavy green slide, the other end
provides access to the rock climbing wall. The swing-arm is supplied with two adjustable
swings with wooden seats and is able to accommodate the Assault Course accessory on
the end of the beam, as well as a single climbing rope. Further accessories for the Gate
Lodge include a Clatterbridge 1.6m (63”) x 0.73m (29”), a full-sized Commando net (as
ﬁtted to the York & Arundel) and its own Monkey Bars Accessory for climbing and swinging
activities.
Despite its imposing appearance, the Gate Lodge PlayHouse has been designed for self
assembly. The ﬂoor panels come already assembled, ready to be bolted together. The
walls are made from tongue and grooved timber which in turn slides into slots machined
into the uprights. The result is a strong, stable construction that accommodates expansion
in the wood without splitting or warping. This is just one of the many design features that
make the Gate Lodge such outstanding value for money.

MONMOUTH
ATJE 273

The single Monmouth has been designed to provide a playcentre for children of varied
ages. The inclusion of a sturdy and attractive wooden staircase allows easy access for very
young children to the larger 90cm (3ft) x 120cm (4ft) enclosed platform and 3m (10ft) wavy
green slide. Attached to one side of the tower is an 8 rung x 4 strand commando net, on
the other a tall swing arm with two adjustable height wooden swings and climbing rope.
Included within the tower base is a sandpit with seats (missing in this photo). Extra play
value can be provided with the addition of the Assault Course on the end of the swing-arm.
To add the Monkey Bars Accessory the swing arm would need to be removed.

MONKEY BARS
WITH SLIDE
ATJE 60

WITHOUT SLIDE
ATJE 60.1

Our Monkey Bars follow the traditional design of sturdy horizontal support beams (9cm x
9cm (3.6”) square) ﬁtted with substantial ash hardwood rungs 4cm in diameter. Incorporated
is a climbing tower and platform with the option of a 2.5m (98”) wave slide to give younger
children their own play area. A generous 8 rung by 4 strand commando net bolts across
the tower for maximum play activity and the development of climbing skills. Stability is
provided by broad lateral stabilisers at each end of the bars as well as the commando net
frame on the tower end.
In the interest of safety, we only supply ONE pair of swing hangers. These allow the swing
to be placed at either end of the beam, or in the centre. If you wish to ﬁt TWO swings,
please ask your retailer to supply another set of swing hangers, but we would STRONGLY
SUGGEST that you also purchase a pair of our ground anchors to provide maximum
stability. We DO NOT RECOMMEND two sets of swings being ﬁtted where the children
would be over 8 years of age. As not every family will require swing(s) on their monkey
bars, they are not supplied as standard, but will need to be purchased separately.

MONMOUTH TWIN CENTRE
ATJE 277

The Twin Monmouth is similar to the Arundel Twin, but with larger 120cm (4ft) x 90cm (3ft)
platforms. The two towers connect via a 1.6m (63”) long clatterbridge. Access to the
towers can be by the wide wooden staircase, up the wooden rungs or using the 8 rung by
4 strand commando net. Depending on your garden layout, the swing arm, commando
net and 3m (10ft) wavy green slide may be positioned off the two towers in a variety of
ways. Beneath one of the towers is a sandpit with seats for little children. The Assault
Course can be ﬁtted to the end of the swing-arm, but the Monkey Bars Accessory needs
to be ﬁtted to the end of the tower currently occupied by the slide and the slide moved
around to run parallel to the swing arm. The larger platforms and wooden roofs give a solid
and impressive appearance to the Twin Monmouth, probably why this model is one of our
most popular.

MONKEY BARS

FOR ARUNDEL & MONMOUTH
ATJE 60.2

FOR GATE LODGE
ATJE 60.3

Based around our Monkey Bars design, we have widened the bars and beams to match
the width of the tower frames. One horizontal beam is drilled for and supplied with TWO
PAIRS of swing hangers should you wish to attach swings to the Bars. The width of
the Monkey Bars Accessory for the Arundels and Monmouth is 90cm, the length of the
Monkey Bar beams is 232cm. The Gate Lodge Monkey Bars width is 67cm, the length
233cm. Please note that swings are not supplied as standard with this accessory, as not
all families will require them, or may already have them as part of their Playcentre.
If your children are over 8 years of age and you have 2 swings attached we STRONGLY
RECOMMEND that a pair of our ground anchors be attached to the ends of the lateral
stabiliser (the ladder end of the bars) for additional stability.

ASSAULT COURSE
ATJE 469

ACCESSORIES

If climbing is your children’s forte, then the assault course is the accessory to add. The
swing-arm beams on all our models have been extended to incorporate the addition of this
accessory utilising the existing swing-arm supports. The climbing surfaces are made from
a waterproof wooden material similar to bakelite, and are ﬁtted with six professional grips.

Rock
climbing
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pole

Rope
ladder
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Wooden See-Saw

ATJE 110

See-Saws have always been fun, and ours have been designed to offer years of sensible
use. The main beam is 3m (118”) long and 9cm x 9cm (3.6”) square, pivoting on a single
ash bearing 38 mm (1 _”) in diameter. Hidden within the support base is a steel bolt running
from one side to the other, providing for a strong pivot support structure. The two shaped
seats are made from a waterproof material similar to bakelite, whilst the two handles, 38mm
(1 _”) ash, are large enough to give a feeling of security and comfort when holding on.

Telescope

Wooden Sandpit

Steering wheel

Wooden swing

ATJE 42

Without a doubt, one of the most popular pieces of play equipment enjoyed by all young
children is a sandpit. At 120cm square (48”) our sandpit has been designed to be big enough
to share, not so large as to take up most of the garden and above all easily manageable.
The cover folds open to provide two simple bench seats, removing the need for a separate
lid or elasticated cover. The liner provided holds the sand in but allows rainwater to drain
away and keeps the sandpit clean and weed-free.

Rubber swing

Rocket rider

Duoseat swing hook

Tyre swing (H)

Tyre swing (V)

Like all our products, the sandpit is self-assembly and will require pilot holes (drill-bit
provided) in some pieces before screwing the prepared timbers together. Overall assembly
time is about 1 hour.

Clatterbridge

If you are interested in our high quality outdoor
trampolines or professional rebounders, please
ask your retailer for a brochure. For technical
advice only contact Action Trampolines and Play
Equipment direct on:

01730 265 660
For further details on all our products please visit
our website:

www.actiontramps.co.uk

Wooden jouster

ATJE 110

Picnic table

ATJE 60.1

ATJE 469

ATJE 42

Monkey Bars

Assault Course Wooden See-Saw Wooden Sandpit

Seats fold down to create a
cover

Additional Model
Variations

Also available with 2.5m
slide ATJE 60

Pressure-treated West
European timber, planed
smooth & rounded edges

√

√

√

√

Platform size

0.5m x 0.5m

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

(20” x 20”)
Platform height or

1.2m

Width 110cm

Beam length 3m (118”)

Seat height 20 cm (8”)

other dimensions

(47”)

(43”) height varies

Height 57cm (22”)

Sandpit 120 cm (47”) square

Other details

Includes Commando Net
& One Pair of swing
hangers. See Full Details
for more information.

Waterproof seats, hidden
steel frame bolt.

Sand requirements – about 8
bags (0.15 cu m)

BEFORE SIGNING
for your delivery please
check that you receive ALL
the components necessary
to make up your PlayCentre,
that none of the packages
are damaged or open.
Packages are labelled 1/9,
2/9 etc for easy checking.
Sign “damaged” or “missing”
if you did not have any time
to carefully inspect the
components, or if there is
any discrepancy. Our carrier
will accept NO LIABILITY
for damage once you have
signed for the goods.

ATJE 255

ATJE 254

ATJE 273

ATJE277

Arundel
PlayCentre

Arundel Twin
PlayCentre

Monmouth
PlayCentre

PlayCentre

ATJE 391

Monmouth Twin York

Available as Tower
without swingarm
ATJE 273.1

ATJE 471

PlayCentre

Gate Lodge
PlayHouse

Available as Tower
without swingarm
ATJE 392

Available as Tower
without swingarm
ATJE 470

Additional Model
Variations

Available as Tower
without swingarm
ATJE 256

Platform size

0.9m x 0.9m

Two at 0.9m x 0.9m

1.2m x 0.9m

Two at 1.2m x 0.9m

Four levels 0.6m x 0.6m

Cabin 1.8m x 1.2m

(36” x 36”)

(Two at 36” x 36”)

(36” x 48”)

(Two at 36” x 48”)

(24” x 24”)

(6’ x 4’)
Balcony 1.8m x 0.6m
(6’ x 18”)

1.5m

1.5m

1.5m

1.5m

0.6m, 0.9m, 1.2m, 1.5m

(59”)

(59”)

(59”)

(59”)

(24”, 36”, 47”, 59”)

(59”)

Overall height

3.2m (126”)

3.2m (126”)

3.06m (120”)

3.06m (120”)

3.25m (128”)

1.5m (59”)

Swing arm height

2.65m (104”)

2.65m (104”)

2.60m (102”)

2.60m (102”)

2.55m (100”)

2.62m (103”)

Wave slide
(ground)

3m (2.5m)

3m (2.5m)

3m (2.5m)

3m (2.5m)

3m (2.5m)

3m (2.5m)

Commando net

√

√

√

√

√

Optional extra

Roof structure

Wooden

Wooden

Wooden

Wooden

Wooden

Wooden

Approximate Build
Time

5 - 6 hours

7 - 8 hours

5 - 6 hours

7 – 8 hours

7 – 8 hours

8+ hours

Optional
accessories

Assault Course

Assault Course

Assault Course

Assault Course

Assault Course

Assault Course

Clatterbridge

Fireman’s pole

Clatterbridge

Clatterbridge

Fireman’s pole

Commando net

Fireman’s pole

Monkey Bars

Fireman’s pole

Fireman’s pole

Rocket Rider

Clatterbridge

Monkey Bars

Picnic table

Monkey Bars

Monkey Bars

Roman rings & bar

Fireman’s pole

Picnic table

Rock climbing face

Rocket Rider

Rocket Rider

Rope ladder

Monkey Bars

Rocket Rider

Rocket Rider

Roman rings & bar

Roman rings & bar

Rubber swing seat

Rocket Rider

Rock climbing face

Roman rings & bar

Rope ladder

Rope ladder

Single climbing rope

Roman rings & bar

Roman rings & bar

Rope ladder

Rubber swing seat

Rubber swing seat

Steering Wheel

Rope ladder

Rope ladder

Rubber swing seat

Single climbing rope

Single climbing rope

Telescope

Rubber swing seat

Rubber swing seat

Single climbing rope

Steering Wheel

Steering Wheel

Tyre swing (Horizontal)

Single climbing rope

Single climbing rope

Steering Wheel

Telescope

Telescope

Tyre swing (Pendulum)

Steering Wheel

Steering Wheel

Telescope

Tyre swing (Horizontal)

Tyre swing (Horizontal)

Wooden jouster

Telescope

Telescope

Tyre swing (Horizontal)

Tyre swing (Pendulum)

Tyre swing (Pendulum)

Tyre swing (Horizontal)

Tyre swing (Pendulum)

Platform height

Tyre swing (Pendulum)

DEALER STAMP

1.5m

Tyre swing (Horizontal)
Tyre swing (Pendulum

